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Abstract 

A Chern-Simons term is induced by integrating over fermions in 

the effective action of a 2+1 dimensional field theory on a torus. It 

is shown that tl e Chern-Simons coefficient is functionally dependent 

on the non inte^rabie phases of the torus as well as on the finite 

temperature and density. In the non-Abelian case such non integrable 

phases inhibit the generation of a Chern-Simons tena in the most 

general case. 
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In (2+1) dimensions, the properties of two component spin matrices 

are such that the discrete symmetries of parity and time reversal are not 

respected by massive Dirac fermions. In a gauge theory, this is reflected 

by the appearence of a Chem-Simons term in the fermion vacuum polar

ization diagrams which contribute to the effective action. This radiatively 

induced Chern-Simons term has been discussed in a number of papers[l,2] 

and recently its coefficient has been shown to depend on the thermody

namic variables: finite temperature and finite density[3]. In this paper, 

the functional dependence of the Chern-Simons coefficient is considered on 

toroidal spacetimes. 

It has been emphasised, in a somewhat different connection that, on 

such a non-simply connected spacetime, a quantized gauge theory may 

be significantly affected by Wilson loops or non-integrable phases, which 

wrap around non-contractable closed loops. These may be thought o! as 

arising from background gauge fields which, although locally pure gauge, 

are not globally so. The phenomenon is much the same as that which 

is manifest in Wilczek's flux tube model of anyons[4] and the Aharanov-

Bohin effect[5]. It is of particular interest to consider what effect these 

non-integrable phases might have on the induced Chern-Simons term on 

a torus, which represents the usu«J mathematical model of the periodic 

boundary conditions of solid state heterostructures. In a purely classical 
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theory, there is no way to determine the values of these non-integrable 

phases; however, it is important to realize [6,7,8] that they are determined 

dynamically in the quantum theory by the minimization of the vacuum 

energy, so they are not really arbitrary at all. (This phenomenon has been 

studied in the context of Chern-Simons theory in refs [9,10,11]) There is still 

a possidilty of varying such phases by introducing non-zero field strengths 

into the physical system, so it is worthwhile knowing their effect, quite 

apart from the obvious importance of formulating the problem on the torus. 

Prom the way the phases enter the problem, also from previous wisdom in 

connection with spontaneous symmetry breaking, one would expect the 

coefficient to depend on each of the phases in a periodic way. A calculation 

of the coefficient, for the Abelian gauge theory, confirms this. 

In the non-Abelian theory non-integrable phases play a much more im

portant role for the qunatum theory. Specifically, the inclusion of non-

integrable phases leaves considerable doubt as to whether a Chern-Simons 

term can be induced at all. Field theory is greatly complicated if the non-

integrable phases are not proportional to the identity matrix. If one per

forms the relevant calculations on the torus, it may be seen that there are 

extra contributions to the vacuum polarization graph in 2+1 dimensions, 

but that they are indeed not of the form of a Chem-S !mons term unless the 

phases map into the centre of the gauge group. Only in the Abelian limit 
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is the induced Chern-Simons term recovered. 

In this letter, the results of calculations of the Chern-Simons coefficient 

on the circle and the Euclidean 3-torus are discussed. Details of these 

calculations will be presented in later work. Consider the Dirac action in 

three dimensional Euclidean spacetime 

SD = jdV^i-fDr + mW (I) 

We may take the Dirac matrices to be j ' = a' where a' are the Pauli 

matrices. The covariant derivative is defined by D^ = du + gA„(x). The 

metric is simply £,,„. ip and */> are two component Dirac spinors. The 

Abelia.i Chern-Simons action is defined by 

Scs = \hg2 e""x J dVt A„9,AX (2) 

0).i a multiply connected spacetime it is necessary to consider the effect 

of pure gauge contributions to A„, thus we expand A, - t A, + A^, where 

J4M = X'H', a constant linear combination of the matrices which generate 

the Cartan subalgebra of the gauge group G. In order to take account 

of this pure gauge part, the simplest step now is to gauge transform the 

action, so that A is set to zero. Because there are non-shrinkable closed 

curves, this implies a modified boundary condition for the fields as they 
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wrap around each circle on the torus. For example[12]: 

Mxe + LJ^e^WiLMx,,) (3) 

A^x„ + £„) = WiL^A^x^W^L,,) (4) 

where Lu is the toroidal circumference, Æ„ an abelian phase and W(LII) is 

the Wilson loop in the direction /J of the torus. The Wilson loop may be 

defined by W(LI1) = Pexp(g f Alldx1') = e 2 " e , where 0 is a matrix valued 

constant. These boundary conditions become trivial in the R" limit, it 

as the Lp are sent to infinity. The components of the momenta become 

K = £(»„ + K + ©,)• 

The remaining pauge term iliA^ip can be treated as an interaction. The 

only term in the perturbative expansion which can give rise to a Chern-

Simons term is that of order g1. (It is not necessary to calculate the g3 

contribution in the non-Abelian case for our purposes.) Formally, it may 

be written 

r X 2 IAVJV r MI , , , f æ k i ^ ^ h æ k 4 Ts, = -g J dVtdVAYUb UJ (2^3(2^3 ( 2^)3 { 2 n f 

where a,/3,p,a are spinor matrix indices, which run from 1 . . . 2. 

In all cases except the most general non-Abelian case, this expression 

may be simplified by integrating over one spacetime volume dVx and one 

momentum (eg kt). This results, formally, in a expression of the form[2] 



I> = \g2 J dVx j dpdqe^'A^MlW-tp) (6) 

where 

W"(v)- fdkh"} - k " l [ T A ^ + H(7 r ( f c + P)r+»m] 

and crp and fig are the momentum measures which are to be specified for 

a given spacetime. Expanding this quantity and noting that TV(7' i7''7A) = 

—2!V"A in three dimensions, a Chern-Simons term mey be identified. The 

aim here is to calculate this term for various theories on toroidal spacetimes. 

Consider first the Abelian theory: here no major complications arise. 

The simplest case is to take a spacetime of the form R2 x S 1 , which in

cludes the case of finite temperature, then the denominators in (7) may be 

combined with the help of a Feynman parameter. After some manipulation 

the coefficient may be written 

k^f0^i^%}'<T)^^+M'2 (8) 

where n = 2 (it is convenient to leave this general for the evaluation). 

m 2 ( i ) involves the Feynman parameter, which should not be ignored a 

priori! This may be integrated using the standard techniques of dimenional 

regularization. The summation may be tackled by a technique similar to 

that used by Ford[6]. The result is: 



i J _ u{z) 1 sinh(27ri/(z)) 
^ ( z ) | 47T COsh(27Tl/(z)) — Cas(27T{?) 

where i/(z) = m(z)L/2ir. By expanding around z = 0, and dropping higher 

derivatives (which are not Chern-Simons terms), it may be shown that the 

only contribution to the coefficient is that which is obtained by effectively 

dropping z from the integrand. The Feynman parameter integration is 

then trivial. When the circle represents finite temperature and density we 

must choose antisymmetric boundary conditions for the fermion. Setting 

8 — \ — ifiL/2iT and L = /? = \/kT gives a suitable analytic continuation 

of Ford's result, in the presence of the chemical potential fi. This gives 

kFTFD = m 1 siah(\m\L) 
\m\4x cosh(\m\L) + cosh(fiL) 

which may be verified numerically, since the summation is absolutely con

vergent. The agrees with the result found in reference [3]. On the 3-torus, a 

similar result may be derived in the Abelian case, to obtain the functional 

dependence in terms of temperature, density and the two non-integrable 

phases in the spatial directions. The coefficient is 

__ 1 t +00 +00 +00 
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The summations required are of the form of those tackled in reference(ll). 

The behaviour of the coefficient for various p. and {61,62) is plotted in 

figures 2 and 3. It is interesting to note that the coefficient increases with 

the chemical potential in many cases. This is the opposite behaviour to 

that which was found on the single circle. Also, there is the possiblity of 

the coefficient changing sign discontinuously if fi becomes large enough in 

comparison to |m|. The behaviour with \m\ and L„ however is qualitatively 

the same as for the circle. 

Finally, we come to the non-Abelian case. Here the Chern-Simons term 

is no longer guaranteed unless the generalized non-Abelian phase matrices 

lie in the centre of the gauge group (making them Abelian). When this 

is the case, the Abelian expressions apply, up to a numerical factor of 

—dfi/N C2{GR), where dft is the dimension of the matrix representation for 

ø and Ah, N is the dimension c. the group and C^GR) is the quadratic 

Casimir invariant in the representation GR. In general, however, it is not 

possible to identify a term of the form (""^A^d^Ax- The problem lies in the 

nature of the boundary conditions for the momenta, as was noted in ref. 

[12]. In the fourier transform we have, formally, for that part of T which 

gives the Chern-Simons term 

TCS = g2 fdVrdV;. fdktdkjdksdkiexpHiki + ̂ -k-Vz + ikj-ks + kt)!') 
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fAM(k,)k3,Mk)*u'xm] , „ , 
1 (*2 + m»)(*J + ">2) / l "> 

In simply connected spacetime, there are no 0 phases, and one of the 

exponents may be identified as the fourier transform of a Dirac delta func

tion in the momenta. This implies a very important constraint on the four 

different momentum variables. However, on the torus, no such constraint 

is implied. The situation is most transparent in the case of a single circle 

(R2 x 5 1 ) . In this case we have two freely translatable, continuous momenta 

and one set of discrete eigenvalues. Making the eigenvalue replacements in 

(12), and integrating over one spacetime volume it is found that the integral 

which must be dealt with is in fact 

rL 27T7 
/ = / <fa°exp[-p(/, + k ~ h + 9, + 62 - 03)x°] (13) 

Jo L, 

where li,l2,l3 are integers coming from the discrete nature of the momen

tum in the S' dimension. <?„ are just the components of the diagonal 0 

matrices, since any Abelian phase 6 must cancel between the fermion lines, 

by conservation of momentum at the vertices. Because the calculation re

quires 9\, 82, 83 to be general, evaluation of the above integral / results in 

L [eXp(2m(8,+82-83))-l] 
2xi(h+l2-h + e1+82-03) l ' 
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A delta function 4(i'i + /j — h) only results in the case when 0 = 0. The 0 

matrix elements do not cancel each other unless they lie in the centre of the 

group. The integral over one of the space coordinates does not therefore 

result in a delta function, over all space and time components, but instead 

in 

<Pk0 <Pk\ <Pk2 ~ r - +5? L (e2'ie'-l) r * [AV [ d k ° d f c l d k * uu Z j-L-, IT 
(2»r)»(27r)»(27r)2 l * J T £*> 2*i(-h ~ ' 3 + ' 4 + &° 

ei(*i+*»-*Qr m e^A^k^k^Axjkj) 

(fe| + (27r/X)2(/3 + S + erf + ms)(fc2 + (2z/Ly(l4 + S + 0 / ) 2 + m J ) 

(15) 

0 / is a phase arising from a fermion boundary condition and ®s is a phase 

arising from the boundary condition for the gauge field. As 0 —» 0 the 

^.sual results are obtained. It is, of course, still possible to integrate over the 

continuous momenta and obtain the usual constraint for them. It might also 

be wondered whether any progress could be made by attempting to perform 

the discrete summations: perhaps we might actually find the Chem-Simons 

term concealed in this mess. However, an attempt to perform the sums, 

quickly leads to the conclusion that there is no term of the simple form of 

(2). Thus we are forced to the conclusion that the presence of non-integrable 

phases actually inhibits the production of a CS term in this general case. 
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It should be re-emphasized that the actual values of the 0„ matrices 

are determined dynamically by the minimization of the effective action, so 

it is not clear a priori that their values should be other than zero at this 

stage. However, in a wide class of models it has been shown that this is 

indeed the case, thus there is at least a possibility that the Chern-Simons 

term is absent from a range of models. 

The results summarized above show that the coefficient k of the induced 

Chern-Simons term, in 2 + 1 toroidal dimensions is a function of both 

the thermodynamic variables and the non-integrable phases of the torus 

£(<5, Q,fi,L, m). If the non-integrable phases commute with the entire gauge 

group, this coefficient is well defined. In any other case, the coefficient 

cannot be evaluated since there is no identifiable Chern-Simons term arising 

from loop corrections. 

An obvious question is: if the extra terms which arise in 2+1 dimensions 

are not a Chern-Simons term then what are they? This is particularly 

difficult to answer, owing to the difficulty of the calculations, however, if 

we restrict attention to the three torus at fi = 0 a numerical analysis might 

feasibly be carried out. It is, of course, essential to look at models in which 

the non-integrable phases are non-zero in the presence of non-zero field 

strength. Calculations of this kind are in progress[13j. Another important 

question to answer is: does the theory still become simply a massive gauge 
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theory, or is the behaviour even more complicated in this case. 

It might be argued that loop corrections to the Chern-Simons coefficient 

should not play a role in Chern-Simons theory at all[14]. One argument 

for this is the necessity for k to be quantized in the non-Abelian case, in 

order to have a gauge invariant quantum theory. The procedure of ignoring 

the loop corrections seems somewhat difficult to justify however. Had the 

coefficient been a constant, it would have been easy to absorb it into the 

definition of the Chern-Simons action. Since it is a function, it is not 

clear that the correction can be ignored. On the torus, at least, it may 

not matter. In the Abelian theory there is no necessity for quantization 

of the coefficient, so there is no contradiction. In the non-Abelian theory, 

there may be no correction anyway. In a recent paper[!5,16], Hosotani 

has argued that, on the torus, time dependent non-integrable phases could 

lead to a quantization of the Chem-Simons coefficient, even in the Abelian 

case, if gauge invariance is to be respected. According to the calculations 

above, these phases would also affect the value of the coefficient, correcting 

coefficient with a function o; time. This would seem to suggest that the 

consistency of such an idea is a non-trivial problem. 

Finally, if there is no induced Chern-Simons term for a prescribed model, 

is it always appropriate to add the Chern-Simons action in 2+1 dimensional 

field theory, also what does this imply about the nature of Dirac fermioiis 
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in the theory? The behaviour of a. system under parity and time-reversal 

transformations is of particular interest in theoretical models of high Tc 

superconductors. Parity is not preserved in 2+1 dimensions regardless of 

whether a Chern-Simons terms appears by radiative corrections, but many 

models make explicit use of the Chern-Simons construction[17,18]. This 

feature may need to be reconsidered in any non-Abelian generalizations of 

such theoretical models, should they become of interest. Some of these 

issues will be considered in further work. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS: 

1. Variation of the Abehan Chem-Simons coefficient with density fi at 

fixed finite temperature on R2 x S 1 . 

2. Variation of the Abelian coefficient with respect to y. at fixed finite 

temperature on T 3 , with all lengths equal. 

3. Variation of the Abelian coefficient with respect to the phases (Si,Sj) 

on T3 with all lengths equal. 
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